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VER the last few weeks the story of the trials and
tribulations faced by members of the Supreme Horse
Racing Club in Ireland has made grim reading.

Owing to concerns over management of the club, all registration
of horses under the ownership of the club was voided on
November 14 by Horse Racing Ireland. Alleged administrative
irregularities include allegations of shares being oversold. It’s a
dreadful state of affairs and one hopes that, for the sake not only
of the horses but also the members of the club who have
struggled to get a proper accounting, an appropriate solution can
be found quickly.

At the risk of appearing flippant, however, the situation
reminded me of the plot of the classic comedy film, The
Producers, made in 1967 by Mel Brooks. In it, a meeting
between struggling theatrical impresario Max Bialystock (Zero
Mostel) and auditor Leo Bloom (Gene Wilder) leads to a ‘get
rich quick’ scheme whereby the pair grossly oversell shares in a

new Broadway show on the premise that investors will neither
expect nor seek a return on a show which instantly flops. Having
carefully selected a show they believe is doomed to fail, they
watch in horror as the show turns into a box-office sensation.
Jailed for their fraud, the pair show a novel approach to
rehabilitation, and the film closes as they rehearse the show they
are producing in prison, the chorus belting out “Prisoners of
Love...” as the credits roll. If you have never seen it, do yourself
a favour and find time over the holiday period to check it out.

The Supreme scandal has already led to calls for increased
regulation of syndicate ownership in Britain. It’s entirely
appropriate that proper safeguards are in place, because, until
something is done to prize-money levels to address the derisory
return to owners in Britain, syndicate ownership and the
spreading of costs between partners seems a sensible route for
those seeking to take their first steps into racehorse ownership to
follow.
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HIS year, the BBC have come up with a new,
streamlined shortlist of just six contenders for
Sports Personality of the Year – two athletes, a

Rugby Union player, a cricketer, a footballer and a Formula
1 driver.

By contrast, RTE have recently announced a ‘long list’ of
26 nominees for their Sportsperson of the Year award. Those
deemed worthy of consideration include not one, not two,

but four jockeys (Oisin Murphy, Donnacha O’Brien, Davy
Russell and Paul Townend) together with the eventer, Cathal
Daniels.

Now, surely the challenge to the marketing people behind
British racing, and to the racing media in Britain, must be to
get Frankie Dettori (or someone who might emerge with
equal merit) into that BBC shortlist in 2020. 
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ENSATIONAL allegations have emerged from a New
York court surrounding  Phoenix Thoroughbreds and its
founder, Amer Abdulaziz Salman, which have rocked

the bloodstock and racing industries. The BHA have indicated
that they are ‘continuing to make inquiries as a priority’ and,
rightly, have indicated that they cannot comment about the
specifics of the case at this time.

The allegations have arisen from comments made by a
witness in a money-laundering trial. While money-laundering
might sound like something the average Joe might only
encounter in watching gangster movies or ‘Line of Duty’,
business people are, and have been for some years now,
accustomed to dealing with anti-money laundering protocols. If
buying property, your solicitor will ask you about source of

funds, and will ask you to produce evidence in support of your
answer. If he or she is not satisfied that all is in order,
procedures exist to report concerns to the authorities, with or
without your knowledge.

So you’ll forgive me if I confess that, as soon as I read the
news of the Phoenix  allegations, my thoughts turned to the
current efforts to introduce better regulation of the bloodstock
industry. I confess that I don’t know how robust their
procedures are in checking the source of money passing
through their hands, but for the sake of racing’s reputation,
currently being bashed worldwide on wrong-headed concerns
about welfare, I sincerely hope their house is in order so far as
money-laundering checks are concerned.

Watch this space.

HE ‘Grammar Nazi’ in me couldn’t help but smile
when, flicking through the pages of the Racing Post
on November 24, I came across the Jockey Club’s

full-page advertisement for Peterborough Chase Day, at
Huntingdon Racecourse on December 8. In addition to the big
race itself, the advertisement promises ‘top-class racing’ and,
intriguingly, ‘free kid’s entertainment’.

What, I wondered, could such entertainment be? Would it
be a show put on by a child star recently released from some
unlawful confinement, or perhaps an attraction provided by a
talented youngster who had been prevailed upon to entertain
the racegoers for nothing? Alternatively, had entertainers been
booked to entertain only one of the children brought along to

the races....the one who had clearly escaped the grip of their
parents or guardians? 

We’re often told that language is a ‘living thing’, though
usually by people who lack a decent knowledge of spelling
and grammar. Surely, when booking a full-page ad in a
national newspaper, it’s not the time to attempt to push
grammatical boundaries to new, and incorrect, limits?

Incidentally, if you’ve never seen it, I would urge you to
look at the ‘Grammar Nazi’ sketch from That Mitchell and
Webb Look on YouTube . . . it’s hilarious, although in these
politically correct times I should warn you that it contains
graphic scenes of violence (albeit in a comedy sketch show
context!).
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